Lethbridge Scottish Country Dance Club (LSCDC)
4 November 2020 email to LSCDC dancers and musicians
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Our second LSCDC Zoom gathering held 7 pm 21 October was again well attended, with 15
dancers from Lethbridge, 1 dancer from Calgary, plus our musicians Lorraine and Peter
McCormick, aka The Spurtles. After the usual initial chit chat among attendees, the floor was
turned over to The Spurtles.
The Spurtles Music Session 21 October
In the Halloween spirit, The Spurtles started with a spooky set of tunes in minor keys entitled
Halloween, Tam Lin, Ghost, and The Old Witch of Ochiltree. Lorraine and Peter then focussed
on music for the reel The White Cockade. Lorraine compared the time signatures of “quick
time” music, reminding us that reels have an even 2 4 or 4 4 rhythm compared with the 6 8
rhythm of jigs.
The Spurtles selected 4 tunes for The White Cockade: The White Cockade as the traditional
lead tune, and three accompanying tunes entitled The Lass O’ Paties Mill, Peat Fire Flame, and
Come Let Us Dance and Sing. Because The White Cockade is normally danced 8 times through
(8x32 R), The Spurtles arrange to play each of the 4 tunes two times. Although a few bands play
each tune twice consecutively, the more common arrangement and the one preferred by The
Spurtles is to play the tunes in the order 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1 such that the lead tune bookends
the dance by being played on the first and last repetitions.
The next on-camera music session will be 7 pm Wednesday 18 November, when The Spurtles
will focus on strathspeys.
The White Cockade is a centuries-old dance, dating from the late 1700s, with basic formations
easily learnt by newer dancers. The Royal Scottish Country Dance Society (RSCDS) published
the dance in 1929 in RSCDS Book 5, and our Lethbridge SCD Club danced it at our last Monthly
Social Dance in February 2020.
For a reminder of the dance The White Cockade go to:
https://my.strathspey.org/dd/dance/7109/
Under the title of the dance, you can select Videos to watch several performances of the dance
and Cribs/Diagrams for the description of the dance.
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Here are some dance questions about The White Cockade that you can have in mind when you
watch the videos.
1.
2.
3.

When does first couple progress into second position?
Which of the following formations occur in the dance? promenade; four-hands across;
set and link; four-hands around; set and cross; ladies’ chain
Of the 8 repetitions of the dance (#1 through #8), in which repetitions does the original
3rd couple dance?
We will send you the answers next week.
What is a white cockade?
The white cockade, a rose-shaped bow made of white ribbon, was a symbol of the Jacobite
rebellions of the 1700s and was usually worn on a blue bonnet.

In this painting by William Mosman, Prince Charles Edward Stuart, the Young Pretender, is
wearing a white cockade on his bonnet.
Source: https://georgianera.wordpress.com/2018/02/01/the-white-cockade-a-jacobite-tale/
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Decoding Keith Rose Dance Diagrams
After the music session, Fiona explained how to “read” the Keith Rose Diagrams found under
the Cribs/Diagrams tab.

The headline box gives the dance name and indicates the number of repetitions of the dance
(8), the number of bars in each repetition (32), and the tempo (R for Reel).
The central diagrammatic box uses symbols to present the sequence of dance moves grouped
into 8-bar phrases separated by a solid vertical line. Within an 8-bar phrase, 2-bar or 4-bar
components are separated by vertical dotted or dashed lines, respectively.
The White Cockade has four 8-bar phrases for a total of 32 bars; bars 1-8 and bars 17-24 each
consist of two 4-bar moves whereas bars 9-16 and 25-32 are 8-bar formations.
The left-hand end of the footnote line names the dance devisor, year of publication, and
publication source (some of which may be uncertain for an old dance, in which case a modern
source may also be listed). The right-hand end indicates the number of couples needed for the
dance (3C), how many couples form a set (4C), and the lay-out of the set (longwise).
Symbols in the Diagrammatic Box
Small numerals at the top of the box clarify which couples are dancing. When blank, only 1st
couple is dancing. The letter x indicates couples on the opposite side.
Dance figures, formations, and progressions are represented in the middle of the box as simply
as possible, usually boldface letters or miniature diagrams.

S XR means Set and Cross using right hands
Arrows pointing back and forth mean lead down and up
Curved lines mean cast off
Circle means hands round
R L means rights and lefts
Consult the complete Symbols decoder on the next page.
For a more detailed interpretation of Keith Rose Diagrams go to:
https://www.scottish-country-dancing-dictionary.com/krdiagram/keith-rose-symbols.html
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If you prefer reading words, below is a written description of The White Cockade.
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Fiona’s Missing Vowels Quiz
Each of the following “words” is the name of a dance that appeared on one of our last three
LSCDC monthly social programmes, except that all the vowels (including the letter Y) are
missing.
Can you figure out the name of the dance by inserting missing vowels?
Once you decipher the name, can you identify which dances are Jigs, Reels, or Strathspeys?
And do you know how many bars in the dance?
1. thhghlndrmblr

2. sgrcnd

3. thdkfthllsrl

4. mgcmmnts

5. flwrsfdnbrgh

6. thlstfthlrds

7. stndrwsfr

8. dlvnsd

9. swsslss

10. itsnbthr

11. thsntjhnrvr

12. thwrthwvr

13. thwhtcckd

14. thdlmngthtlrs

15. thmntgmrsrnt

16. thwldgs

17. thwndnlchfn

18. tmln

19. thfrrbt

20. thmfftwvrs

Example answer:
thhghlndrmblr
The Highland Rambler
40-bar reel
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